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Abstract
Let {pk(x; q)} be any system of the q-classical orthogonal polynomials, and let % be the corresponding
weight function, satisfying the q-di0erence equation Dq(%) = %, where  and  are polynomials of degree
at most 2 and exactly 1, respectively. Further, let {p(1)k (x; q)} be associated polynomials of the polynomials









are given in terms of basic hypergeometric functions. Here #k(x) equals xk if +(0)=0, or (x; q)k if +(1)=0,
where +(x) := (x) + (q− 1)x(x). The most important representatives of those two classes are the families
of little q-Jacobi and big q-Jacobi polynomials, respectively.
Writing the second-order nonhomogeneous q-di0erence equation satis#ed by p(1)n−1(x; q) in a special form,
recurrence relations (in k) for bn;k and cn;k are obtained in terms of  and .
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1. Introduction
Let {pk(x; q)} be any system of basic hypergeometric polynomials, belonging to the q-Hahn class,
i.e. q-classical orthogonal polynomials [1,4–6,8],∫ B
A
%(x)pk(x; q)pl(x; q)dqx = hkkl (hk ¿ 0; k; l¿ 0): (1.1)
The positive weight function % satis#es the Pearson-type q-di0erence equation
Dq(%) = %; (1.2)
where Dq is the q-derivative operator (see (2.2)), and  and  are polynomials in x of degree at
most 2 and exactly 1, respectively.






pn(x; q)− pn(t; q)















are given in terms of basic hypergeometric functions. Here #k(x) equals xk if +(0) = 0, or (x; q)k
if +(1) = 0, where +(x) := (x) + (q − 1)x(x). The most important representatives of those
two classes are the families of the little q-Jacobi and big q-Jacobi polynomials, respectively. See
Section 4.1.
Recently, Foupouagnigni et al. [2] have shown that for any natural n, f(x) = p(1)n−1(x; q) satis#es
an inhomogeneous second-order q-di0erence equation. Using an alternative form of this equation, we
obtain a second-order recurrence for the coe6cients bn;k in (1.4). See Section 4.2. Also, applying a





Ai(k)cn;k−2+i = 0: (1.6)
The di0erence operator L is given in terms of  and . See Theorem 5.1.
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For the important subclass containing little q-Jacobi, q-Krawtchouk, little q-Laguerre/Wall,
alternative q-Charlier, and Stieltjes–Wigert polynomials, Eq. (1.6) may be replaced by a third-order
recurrence for cn;k . See Theorem 5.2.
2. Notation
The notation used in this section is that of [3, Chapter 1] (see also [6]). From now on we shall
always assume that 0¡q¡ 1.











(a1; a2; : : : ; ar; q)n := (a1; q)n(a2; q)n : : : (ar; q)n (n¿ 0 or ∞):













The basic hypergeometric series is de#ned by
rs
(
a1; a2; : : : ; ar






(a1; : : : ; ar; q)k







Here r; s∈Z+ and a1; a2; : : : ; ar , b1; b2; : : : ; bs, z ∈C. In order to have a well-de#ned series, we require
that b1; b2; : : : ; bs = q−k (k = 0; 1; : : :).
The q-derivative operator Dq is given by
Dqf(x) :=
f(qx)− f(x)
(q− 1)x (x = 0) (2.2)
with Dqf(0) := f′(0) (provided f′(0) exists). We shall use the notation Eq for the q-shift operator,
and I for the identity operator, Eqf(x) := f(qx), If(x) := f(x). (By convention, all the bold letter
operators act on the variable x.)
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An integral on (0; ∞) is de#ned by∫ ∞
0




3. On the q-classical orthogonal polynomials
3.1. Basic properties
q-Hahn class [1,4–6,8] contains all the families of basic hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials
{pk(x; q)} such that for any k, pk(x; q) satis#es a second-order q-di7erence equation
Lkpk(x; q) ≡ {(x)DqDq−1 + (x)Dq +  kI}pk(x; q) = 0; (3.1)
where  and  are polynomials in x of degree at most 2 and exactly 1, respectively, and
 k := [k]q(
1
2 [1− k]q′′ − ′): (3.2)
See Tables 1 and 2.
We shall need four other properties enjoyed by all the families of the q-classical orthogonal
polynomials.
(1) Three-term recurrence relation
xpk(x; q) = !0(k)pk−1(x; q) + !1(k)pk(x; q) + !2(k)pk+1(x; q)
(k = 0; 1; : : : ; p−1(x; q) ≡ 0; p0(x; q) ≡ 1): (3.3)
(2) The Dq-structure relation [8, Section 3.2]
+(x)Dqpk(x; q) = +0 (k)pk−1(x; q) + 
+
1 (k)pk(x; q) + 
+
2 (k)pk+1(x; q)
(k = 0; 1; : : :); (3.4)
where
+(x) := (x) + (q− 1)x(x): (3.5)
(3) The Dq−1 -structure relation [7],
(x)Dq−1pk(x; q) = 
−
0 (k)pk−1(x; q) + 
−
1 (k)pk(x; q) + 
−
2 (k)pk+1(x; q)
(k = 0; 1; : : :); (3.6)
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Table 1
Basic hypergeometric series representations of the monic q-classical orthogonal polynomials [1,3,5]
Family Basic hypergeometric series









Big q-Laguerre Pk(x; a; b; q) = (aq; bq; q)k 32
(















































q-Krawtchouk Kk(x;p; N ; q) =
(q−N ; q)k
(−pq−k ; q)k 32
(

























−i (k) = 
+
i (k) + (q− 1) k!i(k) (i = 0; 1; 2): (3.7)
(4) The q-di7erence-recurrence identities [7],
±(x)
x − * Dq±1{!
±
1 (*; k)pk(x; q) + !
±
2 (*; k)pk+1(x; q)}
= +±1 (*; k)pk(x; q) + +
±
2 (*; k)pk+1(x; q) (k = 0; 1; : : :); (3.8)
where (x − *) is any linear divisor of + (resp. −, − ≡ ).
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Table 2
Data of the q-classical orthogonal polynomials: coe6cients  and  of Eq. (3.1), and + (cf. (3.5)) [1,8]
pk(x; q) (x) (x) +(x)
Pk(x; a; b; c; q) (x − aq)(x − cq) abq
2(x − 1) − x + cq− aq(cq− 1)
q− 1 aq
2(x − 1)(bx − c)
(big q-Jacobi)
Pk(x; a; b; q) (x − aq)(x − bq) bq− x − aq(bq− 1)q− 1 abq
2(1 − x)
(big q-Laguerre)
pk(x; a; b|q) x(x − 1) aq(bqx − 1) + 1 − xq− 1 aqx(bqx − 1)
(little q-Jacobi)
Mk(x; b; c; q) c(x − bq) q(x − 1) + c(bq− 1)q− 1 q(x − 1)(x + bc)
(q-Meixner)
Kk(x; a; q) x(x − 1) 1 − (aq + 1)xq− 1 −aqx
2
(alternative q-Charlier)
L(a)k (x; q) x(x − 1)
x − 1 + aq
q− 1 −aqx
(little q-Laguerre=Wall)
Kk(x;p; N ; q) x(x − q−N ) pq(1 − x) − x + q
−N







V (a)k (x; q) a
x − a− 1
q− 1 (x − 1)(x − a)
(Al-Salam and Carlitz II)
The coe6cients !i(k), ±i (k), !
±
i (*; k) and +
±
i (*; k) are given in terms of  and  [8, Section 3;
7]; see also Table 3.
3.2. Fourier coe4cients
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Table 3
Data of the monic q-classical orthogonal polynomials: coe6cients of the three-term relation (3.3), structure relations (3.4),
(3.6), and q-di0erence-recurrence identities (3.8), given in terms of  and  [7,8]
!0(k)
qk−1[k]qR(k − 2){s0R(2k − 2) − qk−1(s1[k − 1]q + t0)(qk−1s2t0 − s1R(k − 1))}
R(2k − 1)R2(2k − 2)R(2k − 3)
!1(k) qk
s2qk−1[k]q − R(k − 2) − q−1s1[2]q[k]qR(k − 1)
R(2k)R(2k − 2)
!2(k) 1









i (k) + (q− 1) k!i(k) (i = 0; 1; 2)
!±1 (k) !0(k + 1)
±
2 (k + 1)=!2(k + 1) − ±0 (k + 1),
!±2 (k) 
±








2 (k + 1)!
±
2 (k)=!2(k + 1)
Notes: 1. t1 := ′; t0 := (0), s2 := ′′=2 + (q − 1)′, s1 := ′(0) + (q − 1)(0), s0 := (0), R(k) := s2[k]q + t1.
2. *+ (resp., *−) is any root of the polynomial +(x) := (x) + (q− 1)x(x) (resp., − ≡ ).
where the Fourier coe4cients ak[f] are given by






Using properties of the q-classical polynomials recalled in Section 3, a list of basic identities is
obtained, involving the coe6cients (3.11) of the function f and its q-derivatives (cf. Lemma 3.1,
below).
Let X, and D±, P±, and Q± be the di0erence operators (acting on k) de#ned by
X := !0(k)E−1 + !1(k)I + !2(k)E; (3.12)
D± := ±0 (k)E
−1 + 1(k)±I + ±2 (k)E; (3.13)
P±* := +
±
1 (*; k)I + +
±
2 (*; k)E; (3.14)
Q±* := !
±
1 (*; k)I + !
±
2 (*; k)E; (3.15)
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the notation used being that of (3.3), (3.4), (3.6), and (3.8). Here I is the identity operator,
Ibk[f] = bk[f], and Em is the mth shift operator, Embk[f] = bk+m[f] (m∈Z). For the sake of
simplicity, we write E in place of E1. (We adopt the convention that all the script letter operators
act on the variable k.)
Using (3.3)–(3.6), we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (Lewanowicz et al. [7]). The following identities hold:
bk[pf] = p(X)bk[f]; p-arbitrary polynomial ; (3.16)
D±bk[Dq±1f] = c± kbk[f]; (3.17)
P±* bk[(x − *±)Dq±1f] = c±Q±* ( kbk[f]); (3.18)
bk[Lnf] = ( n −  k)bk[f]: (3.19)
Here c+ := 1; c− := q.
3.3. Second-order q-di7erence equation for the 2rst associated q-classical polynomials
Recently, Foupouagnigni et al. have obtained the following result.
Lemma 3.2 (Foupouagnigni et al. [2]). Let {pk(x; q)} be any system of monic q- classical ortho-
gonal polynomials. For any natural n, f(x) = p(1)n−1(x; q) satis2es the following inhomogeneous
second-order q-di7erence equation:
{(q2x)E2q + [ n(q− 1)2(qx)2 − +(qx)− q(qx)]Eq + q+(x)I}f(x)
=–(q− 1)qx(E2q − I)pn(x; q) (3.20)
with – := ′′=2− ′.
Applying Eq−1 to both sides of Eq. (3.20), dividing by (q− 1)x, and doing some rearrangements,
we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.3. Let {pk(x; q)} be any system of monic q-classical orthogonal polynomials. For any
natural n, f(x) = p(1)n−1(x; q) satis2es the equation
Pf ≡ DqDq−1(+f)− qDq(f) +  nf = –(Dq + q−1Dq−1)pn(x; q): (3.21)
Form (3.21) is much more convenient for our purposes than (3.20). In the sequel, we make use of
it several times to obtain recurrences for the coe6cients of expansion of p(1)n−1(x; q) in three di0erent
bases.
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Notice that the q-di0erence equation given in (3.21) can be given a simpler form, provided
(0) = 0. Namely, we have the following.
Lemma 3.4. Let {pk(x; q)} be monic q-classical orthogonal polynomials, and let the corresponding
polynomial  vanish at 0. For any natural n, f(x) = p(1)n−1(x; q) satis2es the equation
P∗f ≡ q−1DqZ(+0 f) + Dq((0 − )f) +  nf = –(2Dq − (1− q−1)DqZ)pn(x; q); (3.22)
where
Z := xDq−1 (3.23)
and
0(x) := (x)=x; +0 (x) := 
+(x)=x:
Proof. Putting (x)=x0(x), +(x)=x+0 (x) in Eq. (3.20), then shifting the variable and rearranging
the resulting equation, we obtain
qDq(0f)− q−1Dq−1(+0 f) +  n(q− 1)f = (q− 1)–(Dq + q−1Dq−1)pn(x; q): (3.24)
Using the identity
Dq−1g(x) = Dq[qg(x)− (q− 1)xDq−1g(x)];
the result follows.
4. Standard representation for p(1)
n−1
Almost all the q-classical orthogonal polynomials can be classi#ed into two wide groups: the fam-
ilies such that +(0) = 0: little q-Jacobi, q-Krawtchouk, little q-Laguerre/Wall, alternative q-Charlier
and Stieltjes–Wigert polynomials, and the ones with +(1)=0: big q-Jacobi, q-Meixner, q-Krawtchouk,
Al-Salam and Carlitz II, big q-Laguerre polynomials. (The rare exceptions are Al-Salam and Carlitz
I and discrete q-Hermite polynomials of both kinds.) Notice that these groups are not disjoint.
Let us write the polynomials pn(·; q) and p(1)n−1 in terms of #0; #1; : : : ; #n, where
#k(x) :=
{
xk (* = 0);
(x; q)k (* = 1)
(4.1)
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4.1. Explicit forms for bn;k
We shall need two following identities:
xk − tk






(x; q)k − (t; q)k







which we can put in one formula:
#k(x)− #k(t)






(k¿ 1; * = 0; 1); (4.4)
where C0i = 1, and C
1







pn(x; q)− pn(t; q)







































an;k Ii; k : (4.8)
4.1.1. Case +(0) = 0
We take #k(x) = xk in expansion (4.3). Let us look for details in the case of monic little q-Jacobi
polynomials pk(x; a; b|q) (cf. Table 1). We have A = 0, B = 1, %(x) = x3(qx; q)∞=(q4+1x; q)∞ with







dqt = Bq(3 + 1; 4 + 1);











Bq(3 + 1; 4 + 1);













Substituting the above result, as well as the expression for an;k , deduced from the third entry in
Table 1, into (4.8), we obtain after some algebra





















Notice that if abq=1, the basic hypergeometric function 43 reduces to a balanced 32, and therefore
can be summed; it can be seen, however, that the associated polynomial p(1)n−1(x; a; (aq)
−1|q) is a
multiple of the little q-Jacobi polynomial pn−1((aq)−1x; a−1; aq|q) (cf. [2]).
4.1.2. Case +(1) = 0
This time we have expansion (4.3) with #k(x) = (x; q)k . Let us look for details in the case of











dqt = aq(1− q) (q; abq
2; c=a; aq=c; q)∞













(t=a; t=c; qi+1t; q)∞
(t; bt=c; qk t; q)∞
dqt
= aq(1− q) (q; abq
2; c=a; aq=c; aqi+2; q)∞
(aq; bq; cq; abq=c; aqk+1; q)∞
32
(

















Substituting the above results into (4.5), we obtain after some algebra
P(1)n−1(x; a; b; c|q) =
n−1∑
i=0

















4.2. Recurrences for bn;k
Let us look for recurrence relations for the coe6cients bn;k . The point of departure is the second-
order q-di0erence equation (3.21), satis#ed by the associated polynomial p(1)n−1(·; q).
4.2.1. Case +(0) = 0
Note that we have
Dq(xk) = [k]qx
k−1; Dq−1(xk) = [k]1=qx
k−1 = q1−k[k]qx
k−1: (4.13)









4n;k + [n− k]q{[n + 1− k]q′(0)− (0)}4n;k−1
= –[2n− 2k]qan;n−k (k = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1; 4n;−1 := 0); (4.14)
where 4n;k := bn;n−1−k (k = 0; 1; : : : ; n − 1). For instance, for the monic little q-Jacobi polynomials
pk(x; a; b|q) (cf. Table 1), we have
(x) = x(x − 1); (x) = (q− 1)−1[(abq2 − 1)x − aq + 1]
(cf. Table 2) so that Eq. (4.14) takes the form
(qk − q2n)(abqk+1 − 1)4n;k − (qk − qn)(aqk − qn)4n;k−1
= (−1)n–(q− 1)q(
n+1
2 )−k−1(q2n − q2k) (aq; q)n(q
−n; abqn+1; q)n−k
(abqn+1; q)n(q; aq; q)n−k
: (4.15)
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4.2.2. Case +(1) = 0
This time we have expansion (4.3) with #k(x) = (x; q)k . We have
(x − 1)Dq#k(x) = [k]q#k(x); Dq−1#k(x) =−[k]q#k−1(x); (4.16)
(x − 1)#k(x) = (q−k − 1)#k(x)− q−k#k+1(x): (4.17)
Writing
+(x) = s2(x − 1)2 + s1(x − 1); (x) = ′(x − 1) + (1);
where
s2 := (+)′′=2; s1 := (+)′(1)
substituting (4.3) and (4.2) into Eq. (3.21) multiplied by (x−1), and using (4.16), (4.17), we obtain
the recurrence
A0(k)bn;k−1 + A1(k)bn;k + A2(k)bn;k+1 = B(k);
where
A0(k) = [n + k]q(q
−k[k + 1− n]qs2 − q1−n′);
A1(k) = [k]q{(q− 1)q−k−2([k + 1]2q + q[n + k]q[k + 1− n]q)s2
− q−1[k + 1]qs1 − q−n(q− 1)[n + k]q′ + qk(1)};
A2(k) = (q− 1)[k]q[k + 1]2q{q−k−3[k + 1]qs2 − q−2s1};
B(k) = –q−2[k]q{(qk − 1)[k + 1]qan;k+1 − q(qk + 1)[k]qan;k}:
For instance, for the monic big q-Jacobi polynomials Pk(x; a; b; c; q), we have
+(x) = aq2[b(x − 1)2 + (b− c)(x − 1)];
(x) = [(abq2 − 1)(x − 1)− (aq− 1)(cq− 1)]=(q− 1)
(cf. Table 2), and
C0(k)bn;k−1 + C1(k)bn;k + C2(k)bn;k+1 = D(k);
where
C0(k) = q1−n[n + k]q(abq
n+1−k − 1);
C1(k) = [k]q{ab(qn+1 − q−k − q−k−1 + q)− (a + c)qk+1 + acq + q−n};
C2(k) = a(1− q)2[k]q[k + 1]2q(bq−k−1 − c);
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D(k) = –qk−1(1− qk) (aq; cq; q)n(q
−n; abqn+1; q)k









n−1 in the basis {pk}





5.1. Explicit forms for cn;k




 i;kpk (x; q); (5.2)














bn; i i; k : (5.4)
In the case of the monic little q-Jacobi polynomials pk(x; a; b|q) (cf. Table 1) and #i(v) = xi,











































For the monic big q-Jacobi polynomials Pk(x; a; b; c; q) (cf. Table 1) and #i(x)=(x; q)i, we should
put








in (5.2) (see, e.g., [7]). Thus
P(1)n−1(x; a; b; c|q) =
n−1∑
k=0
cn;kPk(x; a; b; c|q)
with
























5.2. Recurrences for cn;k
Given a sequence {pk(x; q)} of monic q-classical orthogonal polynomials, let us look for the
recurrences for the Fourier coe6cients ak[p
(1)
n−1(x; q)], i.e., the connection coe4cients {cn;k} in (5.1).
5.2.1. General case
Without any additional assumptions, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.1. The coe4cients cn;k in Eq. (5.1) satisfy the fourth-order recurrence relation
L(hkcn;k) = !(k) (26 k6 n + 1); (5.5)
where





n+1−k(k)] (k = n− 1; n; n + 1);
0 (26 k6 n− 2):
(5.7)
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notation used being that of (3.21). Applying the operator T := D− −1k D
+ = qD+ −1k D
− to both
sides of the above identity, and using (3.17) and (3.16), we obtain
L4k[f] = !(k)
with the operator L given in (5.6) and
!(k) := –(D− + qD+)bk[pn(x; q)]:
Now, notice that bk[pn(x; q)] = hnkn, so that !(k) = 0 for k ¡n − 1, and for k = n − 1; n; n + 1
takes—in view of (3.13)—the form given in the #rst part of formula (5.7). Hence follows the
Eq. (5.5).
5.2.2. Case (0) = 0
The result of Theorem 5.1 may be re#ned in the following way.
Theorem 5.2. Let {pk(x; q)} be monic q-classical orthogonal polynomials, and let the correspond-
ing polynomial  vanishes at 0. Then the coe4cients cn;k in Eq. (5.1) satisfy the third-order
recurrence relation
L∗(hkcn;k) = !∗(k) (16 k6 n); (5.8)
where




0 (0 − )(X) +  nP−0 ( −1k D+); (5.9)
!∗(k) :=
{
–hn[2+−n+1−k(0; k) + (1− q) n!−n+1−k(0; k)] (k = n− 1; n);
0 (16 k6 n− 2)
(5.10)





1 (0; k)I + +
−
2 (0; k)E; (5.11)
Q−0 := !
−
1 (0; k)I + !
−
2 (0; k)E (5.12)
are de2ned according to (3.14), (3.15). Here
0(x) := (x)=x; +0 (x) := 
+(x)=x:
Proof. Let f(x) = p(1)n−1(x; q). By virtue of Lemma 3.4, we have the identity
bk[P∗f] = –bk[(2Dq − (1− q−1)DqZ)pn(·; q)];
notation used being that of (3.22) and (3.23).
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Now, notice that operators (5.11), (5.12) satisfy the identity
P−0 bk[xDq−1f] = qQ
−
0 ( kbk[f]) (5.13)
(cf. (3.18)). Applying the operator S := P−0  
−1
k D
+ to both sides of the above identity, and using
(3.17), (5.13) and (3.16), we obtain
L∗bk[f] = !∗(k)
with the operator L∗ given in (5.9) and
!∗(k) := –(2P−0 − (q− 1)Q−0 ( kI))bk[pn(x; q)]:
Now, notice that bk[pn(x; q)] = hnkn, so that !∗(k) = 0 for k ¡n − 1, and for k = n − 1; n
takes—in view of (5.11), (5.12)—the form given in the #rst part of formula (5.10). Hence follows
Eq. (5.8).
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